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Inborn Elegance and Wisdom
True elegance 
Make no deliberate pose
It’squiet and introverted

True wisdom 
Comes from powerful inner side
It’s inherent 

Winger carrieson both elegance and wisdom



Elegant Beauty and Comfortable Sit Feeling
The waist holder designed like swan wings.
The lightness, elegance and nobility open the art on the chair back;
The wing-shape waist holder fully fits the lumbarvertebra curves, thus 
bringing enjoyment.
Three fabrics are available, including screen cloth, leather and linen velvet, 
which fully meet the diverse demands. 
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Lean Backward to Embrace Health

Simultaneous leaning 
Ensure flexible and comfortable sitting posture
and completely relaxed body.

Lean Backward to 
Embrace Health

The right sitting posture can reduce the cervical spondylosis and lumbar 
spondylosis morbidity by 40% at least.
Winger adopts the design of ergonomics and its multifunctional waist 
holder and adjustable head pillow can be flexibly regulated.
It perfectly matches the cervical and lumbar vertebra curves to ensure 
comfortable and correct sitting posture and fully takes care of your health.

Full Support
Key supporting points effectively alleviate the pressure 
on the cervical and lumbar vertebra.



Nine Adjustments 
and fullyfitness
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The seat cover can be changedThe seat surface sliding adjustment 
back and forth

Donati self-load base

The armrest adjustment right and leftThe armrest adjustment up and downThe chair height adjustment

The waist cushion adjustment back, 
forth, up and downThe radian of the lumber Leaning angle adjustment

60mm

40mm

20゜

Winger integrates both elegance and smartness. The comprehensive flexible 
adjustment function can adapt to different sitting positions. The graceful and 
smooth S-shape line enables your body to maintain the most comfortable 
conditionat all times.
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Switch on the chair power and the 
indicator light is on
Open the App on your mobile phone 
and connect Bluetooth
Automatically monitor data

① 

② 

③ 

 Housekeeper

tips

Smart Monitoring and Health Management
Smart Monitoring
The cushion is equipped with a smart sensor which is used to monitor users’ indexes such as pressure distribution, sitting time, heart 
rate and respiratory rate, etc. Through the data processing center, users can grasp constantlyvaried body data on a special App.

Health Management
The purpose of data monitoring is to realize health management;
The sitting posture and pressure index monitoring helps users cultivate good habits of sitting, thus benefitting the users both 
physically and mentally;
The sitting time monitoring reminds usersto avoid long-time workingand spare some time tohave a rest;
The respiratory rate and heart rate monitoring helps users realize their health status and take timely measures;
Winger truly serves users’ health with science & technology and wisdom. 

App



Out of the Ordinary,Enjoy Fun in Different Ways
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Winger is exquisite and light by appearance and owns multifunctional 
designs, which brings unique experience to users.
The flexible wheels make it easily movable and can meet with different 
demands of users by quick assembly, filling fun to the entire space. 



。 The concise style radiates with a unique sense of mechanics 

and rich colors make negotiations infinitely enjoyable. 

The armrests are like two arms, making sitting comfortable. 
The cushion can be flipped to save the storage space, thus make move and storage easily. 
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CWG82/CWG83 
W615*D560*H1275

 CWG80/CWG81 
W615*D560*H1295

CWG62/63
W540*D545*H815 W540*D535*H815
CWG70/71

Chair Back /  Chair Seat CW-AN

CW-AN10H CW-AN21H CW-AN80H CW-AN30H CW-AN29HCW-AN40HCW-AN50H CW-AN60H CW-AN70H

SM-ML21B SM-ML40B SM-ML50B SM-ML60B SM-ML81B SM-ML82B

TP-ZP

TP-ZP21H TP-ZP50H

SM-ML

CWG62/63 
W615*D560*H1062

 CWG64/CWG65 
W615*D560*H1062

 CWG60/CWG61 
W615*D560*H1082




